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A Progressive Scan CCD Image Sensor
for DSC Applications
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Kazuaki Ogawa, Eiichi Okamoto, Kazuyuki Masukane, Kazuya Oda, and Masafumi Inuiya

Abstract—A progressive-scan CCD image sensor with a standard double-layer poly-silicon is designed on a new architecture of
pixel interleaved array named PIACCD. The pixel layout is estimated to enlarge the saturation voltage by 1.3 times and heighten
the sensitivity with the 1.4 times enlarged equilateral aperture
opened above each photodiode. The three-dimensional simulation
ensures that the unique electrode pattern layout has an advantage
to accelerate the signal charge transfer. The pixel interleaved
array heightens the resolution by 21 2 times in comparison with
that of the same pixel number ITCCD in horizontal and vertical
directions. The resolution characteristics fit to the fine pattern
sensitivity of the human eye and the power spectrum distributions
of nature scenes. The fabricated sensor, which has 2.4M pixels
with 4.52 m2 pixel size, has provided the 1.3 times sensitivity and
the dynamic range of 71 dB. The reproduced image has verified
the resolution of PIACCD 1.4 times higher than that of the same
pixel number ITCCD.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1.

M

OST OF RECENT digital still cameras (DSCs) have
over-1M-pixel CCD image sensor [1] to take high-resolution pictures, and they have been requested to have more pixel
number to make the pictures high quality comparable with that
taken by conventional film cameras. Generally, the pixel number
should be increased without enlarging the imaging size, i.e. the
chip size, to keep the sensor cost low and the optical lens system
compatibility. Fig. 1 shows pixel size versus pixel number for
widely used imaging sizes of consumer DSCs.
As shown, pixel size is reduced in inverse proportion to increase of pixel number. In case of half-inch imaging size, the
5.6 m size of 1M pixels is reduced to about 3.2 m by increasing the pixel number to 3M, which is 0.3 times pixel size
reduction. The pixel size reduction lowers the sensitivity and
narrows the dynamic range by the same reduction factor of 0.3
because they are roughly proportional to pixel size. The sensitivity and the dynamic range are main factors to determine the
image sensor performance as well as the resolution. So conventionally, the high resolution is incompatible with the high sensitivity and wide dynamic range.
In DSC applications, two types of interline transfer CCD
(ITCCD) image sensor have been mainly used. One is a
progressive-scan type, where vertical transfer CCD (VCCD) is
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Pixel size versus pixel number.

constructed with three-layer polycrystalline silicon (poly-silicon) electrodes [2] or single-layer poly-silicon electrodes [3].
Those require an extra and sophisticated fabrication process.
Moreover, large area on the imaging region is occupied
by extra electrode wiring between VCCDs, and this region
acts as dead space in the silicon bulk. Another ITCCD is the
interlace-scan type, which enables fabrication with a standard
double-layer poly-silicon technology. Though it has the advantage of greater VCCD charge transfer, it essentially requires a
precise mechanical shutter for DSC application. Furthermore,
storage electrons in a photodiode are thermally emitted to an
antiblooming drain after closing of the mechanical shutter [4].
It results in a severe loss of the maximum signal voltage (the
saturation voltage). In this point of view, if a progressive scan
CCD can be constructed with a standard double poly-silicon
electrodes, it will offer the best solution for DSC applications.
The CCD image sensor presented here is developed to offer
the best solution. That is to say, a progressive scan image sensor
implemented in standard double-layer poly-silicon CCD is designed on the pixel interleaved array (PIA) CCD architecture for
DSC applications. It arranges the pixels spatial phase alternation
by line. The new sensor also solves the problem of incompatibility between high resolution and each of high sensitivity and
wide dynamic range.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the design
concept and the pixel architecture are presented. Section III estimates the spatial efficiency in the unit pixel, which affects
the dynamic range and the sensitivity, and confirms the charge
transfer process, and discusses the resolution characteristics.
Section IV introduces the synthetic composition of fabricated
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Design concept of PIACCD.

sensor and the operations for DSC applications. The measurement results are given in Section V, and the work is summarized
in Section VI.
II. DESIGN CONCEPT AND PIXEL ARCHITECTURE
A. Design Concept
At first, we will consider how to realize the progressive scan
CCD image sensor with using a standard double-layer poly-silicon technology. For this purpose, we will study some of disadvantages of a conventional interline transfer CCD (ITCCD).
Fig. 2(a) shows the pixels of an ITCCD. The square region
indicated by the bold line is a unit pixel. In this unit pixel, the
photodiode is centered and the VCCD is on either side of the
photodiode. As shown, both VCCDs are separated by the photodiode. So, extra wiring is required to supply the clock pulses to
the every VCCD electrodes. As previously mentioned, the extra
wiring region acts as dead space in the silicon bulk.
To minimize the extra wiring, a three-phase CCD fabricated
with three-layer poly-silicon technology has been used in conventional.
The detailed structure is shown in Fig. 3(a). Approximately,
the charge transfer capability of n-phase CCD [5] is given as
(1)
where
maximum transferable charge;
maximum storage charge density;
unit stage area of CCD.
),
is obtained
For the three-phase CCD (
from (1).
This means that only one electrode can store the signal
charge, because two electrodes should form potential barriers
in CCD channel, as shown in Fig. 2(c).

In case that a four-phase CCD (
) replaces it,
be, which is 1.5 times larger than that of the
comes
three-phase CCD, as shown in Fig. 2(d). However, the four extra
wiring lines on a plane occupy a larger area [3]. So, there is little
difference of the total area loss between the three-phase and the
four-phase type.
From this discussion, it can be concluded that the most important structural disadvantage of a conventional pixel is in the requirement of the extra wiring. In other words, the extra-wireless
four-phase progressive scan VCCD is the best architecture to be
developed. In order to remove the extra wiring, the same phase
electrodes on both sides of the photodiode should be connected
directly each other. It is impossible in conventional pixels.
To achieve this target, we rotate the pixel by 45 , as shown in
Fig. 2(b), which is the concept of PIACCD. The central region in
the unit pixel is the photodiode. VCCDs surround the photodiode
and border on each other. So, this concept of pixel layout enables
the use of a four-phase progressive scan VCCD without the area
loss, andarranges the pixels’ spatial phase alternation by line.
B. Pixel Architecture
Fig. 3 shows the actual layout of PIACCD in comparison
with that of a conventional three-layer poly-silicon ITCCD.
The pixels are filled closely in a zigzag with 3.2 m pitch horizontally and vertically. The unit pixel is diamond shaped and is
m
m (about 4.52 m ). This new and
unique pattern layout is the key point of this work. The octagonal
regions are photodiodes. The gray octagonal area is an aperture
openedaboveeach photodiode.Asshown,thefour-phaseVCCDs
are composed of standard double-layer poly-Si electrodes of
,
, , and
. Each VCCD channel meanders along the
photodiodes, and borders on the next VCCD channel without the
extra wiring. In this way, PIACCD achieves the extra-wireless
four-phase VCCD. By removing the extra wiring and using the
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(a)
Fig. 3.

(b)

Pixel pattern layout. (a) ITCCD. (b) PIACCD.

four-phase VCCD, the active area of the photodiode and VCCD
can be enlarged. Moreover, the enlarged equilateral aperture has
an advantage to gather more rays of light passing through on-chip
microlens than the ITCCD oblong aperture.
A cross section of the extra wiring area is shown at the bottom of
Fig. 3(a). The three-layer poly-silicon lines form a high bump and
cast a shadow on the photodiode with the rays of light angled by
on-chip microlens. In case of PIACCD, the single-layer electrode
either firstlayer or second layer surrounds almost peripheral of the
photodiode as shown in Fig. 3(b), and hardly makes the shadow on
the photodiode, which results in high sensitivity with the enlarged
equilateral aperture. This pixel-interleaved arrangement achieves
a higher resolution which will be described later.
III. DESIGN CONSIDERATION

where

is

to

ratio.

(3)
is the unit pixel area, and
is the inactive area
where
of the channel stop and transfer gate which controls the signal
charge flow from the photodiode to the VCCD. In case of the
is
for the pixel pitch , and equals 4. On
PIACCD,
and
can be squared geometrically as
the other hand,
follows:
(4)
for PIACCD

A. Active Area Estimation
means the total of photodiode area
The active area
and charge storage area
in VCCD, as shown in Fig. 4(b),
and is given with (1) as

is given as

(5)

where is the VCCD channel width, and is a common dimension of the channel stop width and the transfer length.
, and as
From (3)–(5), is solved as a function of
(6)

(2)

Their mathematical derivation is given in the Appendix. With
is calculated as a function
substituting (4) and (6) into (2),
and .
of
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(a)
Fig. 4.

(b)

Active area in the pixel. (a) ITCCD. (b) PIACCD.

In case of the same pixel size ITCCD, the horizontal and ver,
, and
additionally contains
tical pixel pitch is
and
of
the extra wiring area, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
ITCCD are also squared geometrically as
(7)
(for ITCCD)
(8)
where is the extra wiring width. Under this condition,
derived from (3), (7) and (8) as

is

(9)
of ITCCD can be also described as a funcThe active area
, and by substituting (7) and (9) into (2).
tion of
For minimizing the area loss, is given as the minimum dito
ratio is a optimizing
mension of the design rule.
parameter to keep the VCCD capacity a little larger than that
of photodiode. For three-layer poly-silicon wire of ITCCD, the
without dumping the gate
top wire has the minimum width
control pulses, and the bottom wire is wider than the top wire to
taper the side wall of the overlapped wires for ensuring the step
coverage of photo-shield metal as shown in Fig. 4(a). So, is
defined as the bottom wire width.
m,
and
m
For the present case of
m), the curves in Fig. 5 is calculated for the pixel
(
pitch , which shows relative active areas versus pixel size and
are normalized by the active area of 4.6 m PIACCD pixel
. Upper curve is PIACCD and
as
m) of this case,
lower is ITCCD. For 4.52 m pixel (
the active area of PIACCD is about 1.3 times as large as that

Fig. 5.

Relative active area for pixel size.

of ITCCD. As the saturation voltage
of the image sensor
is roughly proportional to this active area, without considering
the depletion region formed by the reverse biased p-n junction between VCCD and channel stop, we can estimate
of PIACCD is about 1.3 times as large as that of ITCCD. Dyand dark noise level
as
namic range is defined by
. So, that of PIACCD is widened by about
1.3 times with same noise level. The aperture size on the 1.3
times enlarged photodiode is expanded by 1.4 times with constant photo-shield brim length. The high spatial efficiency also
means that PIACCD is suitable for finer pixel integration.
B. Charge Transfer in PIACCD
Fig. 6(a) shows the unique shaped four-phase electrodes of
,
,
, and
in unit transfer stage of PIACCD. As the
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Fig. 6. Channel potential profiles in PIACCD.

(a)
Fig. 7.

(b)

(a) Pixel arrangement. (b) Nyquist limits of ITCCD and PIACCD.

unit transfer stage is twice as long as that of ITCCD, it is important to confirm whether PIACCD could transfer the signal
electrons smoothly or not. Fig. 6(b) presents the channel potenand
are high level
tial contours under the condition that
and
are low level of 8 V. This potential proof 0 V, and
file is calculated from the three-dimensional device simulator
and
have been
[6]. The electrons in the channel beneath
through the – interface. This interface
transferred from
paralleled roughly to the charge transfer direction shortens the
, and shortens the charge transfer
effective transfer length
time , because is roughly given by the relation of

Under the condition that
becomes high and
is falling
toward low, the potential profile is changed as shown in
and . Under this
Fig. 6(c), and the electrons flow toward
transfer process, the electric field from the narrow electrode
portion toward the wide electrode portion, which is generated
by narrow channel effect, accelerates the charge transfer in this
VCCD channel [8]. The potential profile under the condition

that
and
are high level, and
and
are high level is
shown in Fig. 6(d). Under this condition, all electrons are stored
and . The potential profile behavior through this
beneath
process means that these unique-shaped electrodes of PIACCD
can transfer the large number of signal electrons smoothly
without sacrificing transfer speed.
C. Resolution Characteristics
Next the resolution characteristics of PIACCD are discussed
and compared to that of ITCCD. Fig. 7(a) shows the pixel arrangement of ITCCD and PIACCD. The horizontal and vertical
pixel pitch in ITCCD each is , and that of PIACCD is which
. These pixel pitches mean the horizontal and
equals
vertical spatial sampling pitches of images. So, Nyquist limits
and
,
of ITCCD and PIACCD are given as
respectively, in the horizontal and the vertical axes, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). It means that PIACCD widens the spatially frequency
in the horiresponse, namely heightens the resolution, by
zontal and the vertical directions.
However, in the 45 tilted directions, this resolution
supremacy moves to ITCCD. Next, we will consider which
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Fig. 8. Spatial response of the human visual system. (Data from Watanabe, et
al., 1968 [9])

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Concept of pixel interpolation for reproducing images.

Fig. 11.

Chip micrograph of the fabricated 2.4 Mpixel PIACCD.

Average spatial power spectrum distribution of about 500 scenes.

resolution characteristics is suitable for DSC applications,
ITCCD or PIACCD.
Fig. 8 shows relative contrast sensitivity of human visual
system versus orientation of sine-wave gratings [9]. In this
figure, zero (or 180) means the vertical gratings, and 90
means the horizontal gratings. This curve shows that the
human eye is most sensitive for the vertical and horizontal
gratings, namely it has the highest resolution in vertical and
horizontal directions. These resolution characteristics meet that
of PIACCD.
Fig. 9 shows the average spatial power spectrum distribution
of about 500 various scenes such as persons, animals, pastoral
landscapes, city landscapes, and everything [10]. As shown, the
high-frequency power spectrums concentrate in the vertical and
horizontal directions. This spectrum distribution fits the Nyquist
limit of PIACCD. As a result, from both properties of the human
eye and natural-scenery points of view, the spatially interleaved
pixels of PIACCD has optimized resolution characteristics for
DSC applications.
Fig. 10 shows the final pixel arrangement of PIACCD to reproduce a scene picture. The spatially interleaved pixels can
easily make the same number of virtual pixels in between the
real pixels by a signal processing of pixel interpolation as shown
[11].
As a result, the effective pixel number is increased by twice.

IV. FABRICATION AND OPERATION
Fig. 11 shows the actual fabricated PIACCD chip. It uses a
standard double-poly Si technology. Chip size is 9.45 mm by
7.8 mm. A block diagram of this sensor is presented in Fig. 12.
About 2.4M pixels are integrated zigzag with 3.2 m pitch. The
imaging size is 7.94 mm(H) 5.95 mm(V).
The pixels forms the spatially phase alternation by line, and
has the vertical antiblooming drain structure [12]. As shown,
each four-phase VCCD meanders along the photodiodes toward
the horizontal transfer CCD, and has ten clock lines to enable
not only full-frame readout but also various modes such as
every second line addressing, every fourth line addressing,
signal mixings among vertically adjacent lines, and eight-phase
clock operation for high speed and the mixed double-size
charge transfer. These operation modes are used for video
monitoring, auto-focusing control, and auto-exposure control.
The horizontal transfer CCD is clocked on 3.3-V swing, and
outputs the signals at 16.36 MHz rate through output circuitry.
An example of color filter arrangement is also shown in Fig. 12.
Green filters G cover the pixels located on square lattice points.
Red R and blue B filters alternatively cover the phase shifted
pixels. A diamond-shaped microlens is formed on the top of
each pixel.
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Fig. 12.

Block diagram of the fabricated PIACCD.

Fig. 13.

Full-frame signal sequences: (a) ITCCD (Bayer). (b) PIACCD. Every fourth line selected signal sequences: (c) ITCCD (Bayer). (d) PIACCD.

In the case of full-frame readout, the VCCD is operated
with four-phase clocks. The output signal sequence is shown
in Fig. 13(b). Fig. 13(d) shows a signal sequence of the
every fourth line addressing to make a real-time monitor on
a electronic viewer such as a liquid crystal display in DSC.
In this case, the VCCD is operated with eight-phase clocks
to transfer signal electrons twice pixel distance in one clock
period, and have charge transfer capacity three times larger than
that of full-frame readout. So, it is easy to transfer the mixed
double size electron packet. In the Bayer filter arrangement
of ITCCD, each video line has merely two color signals of G
and R or G and B as shown in Fig. 13(a) [3]. Therefore, two

adjoining video lines are required to make one scanning line
for a real-time video monitor as shown in Fig. 13(c), which
needs to contain R, G, and B signals in every line, using a line
memory. On the other hand, since each video line of PIACCD
has three color signals of R, G, and B, a monitor scanning line
can be easily made from any selected line without using a line
memory.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Fig. 14 shows the output voltage of PIACCD versus luminance for green-filter-covered pixel. Output voltage is measured
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(a)

Fig. 14.

Photo-electric conversion characteristics of the fabricated PIACCD.

with our standard imaging condition under which the sensor is
illuminated with the light coming through F5.6 lens and IR cut
filter from 5100K color temperature source. For our standard luminance of 1200 nit and integration time of 1/60 s, the output of
340 mV is obtained. The saturation voltage is 700 mV, and the
dark noise level measured after CDS is 0.19 mV . So, the dynamic range from the noise level to the saturation level becomes
71 dB. The total charge transfer efficiency though VCCD and
HCCD is over 99% (immeasurable level).
Fig. 15 shows a part of the reproduced resolution chart image.
Fig. 15(a) is that taken by PIACCD, and Fig. 15(b) is that taken
by a conventional ITCCD. Both image sensors have the same
pixel number. Readable limitation of ITCCD is near 800-TV
line and that of PIACCD is near 1100-TV line. This means that
the resolution of PIACCD is about 1.4 times higher than that
of ITCCD. Fig. 16 is an example of a full-frame natural scene
taken by the fabricated sensor. Fig. 17(a) is a partly expanded
picture in Fig. 16, and Fig. 17(b) is that taken by ITCCD. It is
clear that PIACCD provides the higher quality.
The specification of new image sensor is summarized in
Table I.

(b)
Fig. 15. Part of reproduced image of the resolution chart taken by: (a)
PIACCD. (b) ITCCD.

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS.

VI. CONCLUSION
New architecture of pixel interleaved array (PIA) CCD is presented in this paper. It is designed with the concept to maximize
the space efficiency in a pixel pattern layout by rotating the pixel
45 . PIACCD has the advantages as follows:
1) A progressive scan CCD is realized using standard
double-layer poly-Si technology.
2) The active area in a pixel is enlarged 1.3 times in comparison with the same pixel size ITCCD.
3) The 1.4 times enlarged equilateral shaped aperture
opened above each photodiode has an advantage to
heighten the sensitivity.
4) The resolution is fundamentally 1.4 times as high as that
of ITCCD in horizontal and vertical directions. This prop-

erty fits in both characteristics of human eye and natural
scenery.
The 2.4M-pixel sensor with 4.52 m pixel size has provided
the sensitivity 1.3 times higher than that of conventional same
pixel size ITCCD, and the dynamic range of 71 dB. 1100
TV-line pair could be read off in the reproduced resolution
chart image. It corresponds to the 1.4 times high resolution.
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Reproduced image of nature scene taken by PIACCD.

(a)
Fig. 17.

(b)

Part of the expanded image taken by: (a) PIACCD. (b) ITCCD.

APPENDIX
CALCULATION OF ACTIVE AREA IN PIACCD
First the VCCD in PIACCD pixel shown in Fig. 18 is squared.
is decomposed into trapezoid area
and
The VCCD area
parallelogram area , and described as

where
horizontal and vertical pixel pitch;
common dimension of channel stop and transfer gate;
VCCD channel width.
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